What to send to ASAC as documents to be read (proposed):
--------------------------------------------------------

- PPT presentations from ACA system PDR (various files, contained in 
  links 5-9 on main PDR EDM site)

- in First Document Package folder from main PDR EDM site, look at
  6. Science Specifications and Requirements (uzips to 3 documents)
  5. Reference Paper for ACA system PDR (version 1) (uzips to 5 documents)
     - look at the three memos (imaging simulations, phase cal simulations,
       array configuration design) 
  3. ACA System and Subsystem Technical Specifications (uzips to 7 documents)
     - look at five of them:
       2005-09-21 ALMA-70.10.00.00-008-A-SPE.pdf - ACA SSR and Use cases
       2005-09-27 ALMA-62.00.00.00-001-A-SPE.pdf - ACA correlator technical
                                              specs&reqs
       2005-10-19 ALMA-80.04.04.00-001-A-SPE.pdf - ACA system tech reqs
       2005-10-20 ALMA-40.00.00.00-065-A-SPE.pdf - ACA FE subsystem TP array 
                                              technical specs&reqs
       2005-10-20 ALMA-44.00.00.00-001-A-SPE.pdf - ACA 7m FE subsystem 
                                              technical specs&reqs
  2. AIV and CSV plans for ACA (uzips to 2 documents)

- in Second Document Package folder from main PDR EDM site, look at
  6. Reference Paper for the ACA System PDR (version 2)
     - contains 8 documents, of which 6 may be useful
       AbsoluteFlux.pdf - absolute flux calibrators for ALMA
       ALMA_memo531.pdf - using nutators in ACA TP OTF observation
       baseline_report_takakuwa.pdf - simulating ACA location calibration
       Beam_nutator_20050826.pdf - simulated beam patterns with nutation
       Benefit_of_Combined_Array_v2.pdf - scientific benefit of combined array
       fastsw_report_takakuwa.pdf - fast switching with combined array
  5. ACA Operation Concept
     - should look at this document
  4. Design Description and flow Down
     - contains 2 documents, of which 1 may be useful
        2005-10-26_ALMA-80.04.04.00-002-A-DSN.pdf - ACA system design 
                                                    description
  3. Calibration Plan
     - should look at this document
  1. ACA performance budget
     - contains 4 documents, of which 1 may be useful
       ACAperformance.pdf - performance budget for ACA

Where to find things on ALMA EDM
--------------------------------

- log in to ALMA EDM
- select "Meetings and Design Reviews" in Workspaces
- select "Design Reviews" in Current Workspace
  - select "Design Reviews: Active"
    - select "2005 11 10 ACA system PDR"

What  is contained in the ACA System PDR area of ALMA EDM:
---------------------------------------------------------

- You will see three folders at the top and 9 individual links to documents 
  or zip files at the bottom

Individual links:
- first five (5-9) are to powerpoint presentations from the actual PDR meeting
  - these are probably all relevant
- 3 of the last 4 are various documentations related to the organization of the
  PDR meeting and are not so relevant
- item 3 is detailed "RIDs" from the documents; I don't think we need to look
  at these

Links to Folders:

First and Second Document Package RIDs
- I don't think these are relevant

First Document Package (2005-10-20):
- this contains 6 documents or zip files of documents
  6. Science Specifications and Requirements
     - scientific, configuration, calbration specs&reqs
     - should be read, 3 documents
  5. Reference Paper for ACA system PDR (version 1)
     - contains 5 documents
     - I think the three memos (imaging simulations, phase cal simulations,
       array configuration design) should be read
     - other two are less relevant
       - change request for fast switching
       - PASJ paper on DSB, SSB, 2SB sensitivities
  4. NAOJ Safety and Health Manual 
     - not so relevant to this review?
  3. ACA System and Subsystem Technical Specifications
     - contains 7 documents, of which 5 may be useful?
       2005-09-21 ALMA-70.10.00.00-008-A-SPE.pdf - ACA SSR and Use cases
       2005-09-27 ALMA-62.00.00.00-001-A-SPE.pdf - ACA correlator technical
                                              specs&reqs
       2005-10-19 ALMA-80.04.04.00-001-A-SPE.pdf - ACA system tech reqs
       2005-10-20 ALMA-40.00.00.00-065-A-SPE.pdf - ACA FE subsystem TP array 
                                              technical specs&reqs
       2005-10-20 ALMA-44.00.00.00-001-A-SPE.pdf - ACA 7m FE subsystem 
                                              technical specs&reqs
  2. AIV and CSV plans for ACA 
     - should be read, 2 documents
  1. external ICDs for ACA 
     - not so relevant

Second Document Package (2005-10-26):
- this contains 6 documents or zip files of documents
  6. Reference Paper for the ACA System PDR (version 2)
     - contains 8 documents, of which 6 may be useful
       AbsoluteFlux.pdf - absolute flux calibrators for ALMA
       ALMA_memo531.pdf - using nutators in ACA TP OTF observation
       baseline_report_takakuwa.pdf - simulating ACA location calibration
       Beam_nutator_20050826.pdf - simulated beam patterns with nutation
       Benefit_of_Combined_Array_v2.pdf - scientific benefit of combined array
       fastsw_report_takakuwa.pdf - fast switching with combined array
  5. ACA Operation Concept
     - should look at this document
  4. Design Description and flow Down
     - contains 2 documents, of which 1 may be useful
        2005-10-26_ALMA-80.04.04.00-002-A-DSN.pdf - ACA system design 
                                                    description
  3. Calibration Plan
     - should look at this document
  2. SOW and management plan
     - nothing relevant here
  1. ACA performance budget
     - contains 4 documents, of which 1 may be useful
       ACAperformance.pdf - performance budget for ACA



